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Abstract

The speciation in aqueous solutions of complexing electrolytes is an important topic

in environmental, toxicological and sometimes industrial issues. Its determination re-

quires an estimation of the deviations from ideality which originate from association

effects, and excluded volume and electrostatic interactions between the various species.

Modeling of such solutions is often based on the use of commonly accepted values for

the complex formation constants and of the Davies equation to compute the activity

coefficients of the species in solution. In this work, it is shown that this treatment may

result in a thermodynamic inconsistency when moderately concentrated solutions of

multiply self-complexing salts are considered. This observation casts some doubt on

the determination of the speciation in such solutions. Occurrence of this shortcoming

is illustrated in the case of zinc and cadmium halides. This finding suggests that the

description of deviations from ideality (besides association) should be improved. It also

reveals that available complexity constants for some common salts might not always

have optimum values in the literature.
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Introduction

Aqueous electrolytes are ubiquitous on our planet and have a paramount role on the develop-

ment and functioning of life. They are present in natural waters (oceans, lakes, sediments),

and in the human, animal and plant kingdoms.

A problem intervening oftentimes in environmental, toxicological, and sometimes indus-

trial studies is the issue of speciation in ionic solutions, which results from the tendency of

many ions to associate with other species present in solution, in particular with other ions,

to form complexes. According to the definition of IUPAC, speciation is “the distribution of

an element amongst defined chemical species” in a solution.

Besides adsorption onto colloidal and mineral particles, complexation has a profound

influence on the physical chemistry of ions in solution, and thereby on their biological and

toxicological behaviour in living bodies and in the environment.1 This is particularly true in

the case of metal cations which have a prominent role in toxicological issues for instance, and

even more so in the case of multivalent metal ions which may have strong binding affinities

with other ions. Among others, toxic heavy metal ions of various valencies such as zinc,

cadmium, lead or mercury may form a series of complexes through stepwise association with

anions like chloride, nitrate, hydroxide,...2,3 In water, most metal cations are present in the

form of ‘aquo-complexes’ (or ‘aqua cations’) in which the first hydration shell is tightly bound

to the metal ion.4 Strongly polarizing (small and/or highly charged) metal cations may even

cleave water molecules in the shell. This hydrolysis reaction then leads to the release of

protons in the solution.5,6

Complexation of a cation by anions modifies the effective charge of the original cation.

It may even transform a cation into an anion, as is e.g. the case of divalent metal ions

in presence of chloride ion. Indeed it has been observed that the transference number of

the cation may reverse from positive to negative in conductivity or diffusion experiments

when the concentration of the chloride ion was increased, thus leading to complexes of high

stoichiometry and negative electric charge.7,8 Complexation modifies ion reactivity (to the
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upside or to the downside depending on the type of complex1) and transport properties,8

in environmental9 as well as industrial processes (e.g., in the nuclear industry10). It also

increases the total concentration of metal ions in solution,1 which has strong consequences

on geochemical processes. Last but not least, complexation plays a major role in the bio-

logical availability and toxicity of metal ions. In this respect, it should be underlined that

complexation decreases the toxicity of metal ions when the free metal ion is the most toxic

species,1 which is often the case. For this reason, the concentration of free metal cation is a

key parameter in toxicological studies.11,12

Experimental methods, often coupled with chemical modeling, have been proposed to

assess speciation.13 Most of these techniques are aimed at the detection of free metal ion

concentration.13 This is the case of electrochemical methods14 for instance. Other techniques

include capillary electrophoresis13 or permeation liquid membrane.15 By and large, speciation

is difficult to determine experimentally, if not impossible, because it is not easy to separate

the various forms of an element that are generally in kinetically fast chemical equilibrium.

Moreover, ionic strength corrections should be applied when the solution is concentrated, but

few models are able to provide reliable formulas for concentrated solutions. Consequently it

is increasingly difficult to determine speciation in solutions as ionic strength is raised.

Various publicly available and commercial softwares exist which permit estimations of the

speciation for many metal ions in aqueous solutions. They are commonly used by researchers

in environmental and chemical engineering studies involving many types of electrolytes,

including mixtures. One may cite the following ones which have been developed in various

countries: MINEQL+, CHESS, SPECIES, MINTEQ, PHREEQC and CHEAQS,16–21 the

last four being free of charge. The determination of the speciation consists of numerically

solving the chemical association equilibria. The softwares rely on previous determinations

of the thermodynamic association constants, which can be found in famous books, e.g., in

the book by Sillen and Martell,3 or in the IUPAC or NIST database.18,22 The solution to

the chemical equilibria involves formulas for the computation of the activity coefficients of
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the species (free ions and complexes). In the softwares, deviations from ideality (besides

association) corresponding to electrostatic interactions are computed using equations of the

Debye-Hückel type with a correction, such as the Davies equation23 in CHESS, MINTEQ,

PHREEQC or CHEAQS, or the specific interaction theory24 (SIT) which is available in

MINTEQ for more concentrated solutions. The Davies equation gives an expression for

the activity coefficient yi of a species of valency zi in a medium of ionic strength I as,

ln yi = −0.5 z2i [I/(1 +
√
I) − 0.2I] (see dedicated section below). It coincides with the

Debye-Hückel limiting law at high dilution. The term (−0.2I) was introduced by Davies

to account for the rise of the activity coefficient at moderate and high concentrations. It

was originally stated that the use of the Davies equation should be limited to concentrations

below 0.1M,23 but it has been proposed to extend its validity to 1M.19,25

Now, an examination of the literature reveals the following points. The complex forma-

tion constants for the metal complexes (assumed to be created in solution) have mainly been

determined with the following experimental methods: (i) measurement of mean salt activity

coefficient;26,27 (ii) cation-28 and anion-exchange29 on suitable resins; (iii) polarography;30

and (iv) solvent extraction.31 In (i) activity coefficients were obtained from electromotive

force measurements,26,27 preferably by utilizing a cell without junction, involving an amal-

gam electrode. The solutions considered were pure binary solutions of the salt or mixtures

of the salt with either a supporting strong electrolyte (like NaClO4 for instance) or another

(dissociated) salt with common anion forming complexes with the metal cation.

Experimental data from the different techniques have been interpreted by employing var-

ious methods and approximations, which included: in case (i), implementing a particular

ad hoc thermodynamic model to account for deviations from ideality,26 or approximating

activity coefficients of ionic species (free ions and complexes) with experimental values for

strong electrolytes at the same ionic strength;27 in case (ii), developing an approximate (and

involved) treatment for the interpretation of experiments on anion-exchange of metal com-

plexes;32 and in cases (iii) and (iv), carrying out experiments at constant ionic strength,30,31
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assuming that activity coefficients of species did not vary, in which case the association

constants were ‘apparent’ constants relative to this particular ionic strength.

When apparent association constants are determined at different ionic strengths, extrap-

olation of the results to infinite dilution in order to obtain the thermodynamic constants

is somewhat uncertain because ionic activity coefficients vary steeply at low concentration

as shown by the Debye-Hückel limiting law.33 Moreover, the hypothesis of constant activity

coefficients at constant ionic strength, which should not be taken for granted in the general

case, becomes quite questionable if the calculation of the ionic strength is done on the basis

of total dissociation of the salt (at macro concentration), as in the case of zinc and nickel in

ref.30

This discussion suggests that thermodynamic association constants are not easy to de-

termine, especially when the salt gives weak complexes as is the case of divalent transition

metal halides in the series ranging from Mn to Zn.33 Uncertainty on the values of the ther-

modynamic complexity constants may be a source of error in the results about speciation.13

Another question which seems to have been overlooked in the literature concerns the type

of model used to account for deviations from ideality (other than those due to association).

As indicated above, softwares generally use the Davies equation (actually a Davies-type

equation as shown below), and sometimes also the SIT, to compute the activity coefficients

of the species (charged and neutral). It seems that the influence of the utilized formulas on

the calculated speciation has not received sufficient attention in the literature.

These observations prompted us to reconsider the problem from the beginning. First, a

program was built in FORTRAN to solve the complex formation equilibria for a given model

of deviations from ideality and given complexity constants values. The particular case of

binary aqueous solutions of zinc and cadmium halides has been considered in this work. The

mean salt activity coefficient has been computed for these solutions. Surprisingly enough,

as shown below, a thermodynamic inconsistency has been found in some cases when the

Davies equation was used. This result led us to replace this latter formula with the mean
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spherical approximation (MSA) model,34 which represents a more refined way of describing

electrolyte solutions. Furthermore it may be used to higher ionic strengths, of the order of

3M. This property allows one to consider solutions in which larger amounts of complexes of

higher stoichiometry are created.

The zinc and cadmium metal ions were chosen in this first work for their importance in

environmental issues1 and because they are representative of salts producing weak and strong

complexes, respectively. Moreover, zinc chloride is an interesting case because various values

have been reported for its complexity constants in the abundant literature about this salt.3

Also, chloride complexes are important in geochemical studies involving seawater, brines

and hydrothermal solutions1,9,35 in which the chloride ion is the major anion (ca. 0.6M in

seawater and up to several molar in natural brines).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the

main results that can be found in the literature about the structure and the complexity

constants of zinc and cadmium halide complexes. Then, models for the description of the

thermodynamics of multi-associating electrolytes (Davies and MSA) are exposed. The fourth

section is devoted to the presentation and discussion of the results obtained from these

models. The last section presents some concluding remarks and prospects.

Structure of complexes and βn values.

We consider an electrolyte MX2, composed of the divalent metal cation M2+ and halide anion

X−, which gives rise to self-complexation according to the following equilibria,

M2+ + nX− � MX2−n
n (βn) (1)
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in which βn is the cumulative complex formation constant (on molarity scale) corresponding

to the association of the metal cation with n anions,

βn =
yn

y0 (yX−)n
Cn

C0 (CX−)n
(2)

where y and C denote activity coefficient and concentration, respectively, on molarity scale.

Subscript n denotes the number of anions in the complex MX2−n
n . The subscript n = 0 is

used to designate the free metal ion M2+. So, C0 ≡ C(M2+) and Cn ≡ C(MX2−n
n ). In the

case of zinc and cadmium halides studied in this work, experimental evidence points to a

maximum value of n = 4.3

Note that the value of βn on molality scale may be deduced7 from that on molarity scale

by dividing the latter by d0
n (with d0 = 0.997045 kg L−1 the density of pure water at 25◦C).

The two are therefore numerically very close for any value of n ≤ 4.

The structure of zinc chloride and bromide complexes in solution has been extensively

studied experimentally36–42 and numerically.43–46 The consistent picture emerging from these

studies is one in which the zinc monochloride and monobromide species are mainly outer-

sphere ionic complexes, not covalent compounds;37,38 the dichloro and dibromo complexes

are hexa-coordinated, similarly to the hydrated Zn2+ ion, and the tri- and tetra-chloro and

-bromo complexes are tetra-coordinated. Their formulas are ZnX2W
0
4,

37 ZnX3W
− 39,43 and

ZnX2−
4 ,36,37,42 with W standing for the water molecule and X for Cl or Br. The change of

coordination in the complexes with 3 and 4 chlorides is likely to originate from the fact that it

lowers the electrostatic repulsion between the charges on the chlorides as compared to hexa-

coordinated compounds.43 Zinc iodide is very weakly associated in solution.3 Nevertheless, a

study47 suggested that the first iodide complex is hexacoordinated, ZnIW+
5 , and the higher

complexes are tetrahedral, namely ZnI2W
0
2, ZnI3W

− and ZnI2−4 .36,42 These formulas differ

from the chloride and bromide complexes in that the monoiodo complex would be covalent,

and the diiodo would be tetracoordinated instead of hexacoordinated.
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Halide complexes of cadmium seem to have been less studied in the literature than those

of zinc. Two studies48,49 have reported the formation of octahedral Cd2+, CdClW+
5 and

CdIW+
5 , and tetrahedral CdCl2W

0
2, CdCl3W

−, CdCl2−4 and CdI2−4 species, similarly to ZnI2

complexes. Other studies50,51 have confirmed the presence of CdBr2−4 .

These structural informations are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Assumed structure of complexes MXnWp
2−n(W = water molecule)

Salt n=1 2 3 4
ZnCl2 Zn2+ · · ·Cl−a ZnCl2W

0
4 ZnCl3W

− ZnCl2−4
ZnBr2 Zn2+ · · ·Br−a ZnBr2W

0
4 ZnBr3W

− ZnBr2−4
ZnI2 ZnIW+

5 ZnI2W
0
2 ZnI3W

− ZnI2−4
CdCl2 CdClW+

5 CdCl2W
0
2 CdCl3W

− CdCl2−4
CdBr2 ? ? ? CdBr2−4
CdI2 CdIW+

5 ? ? CdI2−4

aIon pair.

In contrast with the structural features of the complexes, the formation constants of

cadmium halides have been studied extensively. Results, and values adopted in 3 speciation

softwares, for the complex formation constants, βn, of zinc and cadmium halides are summa-

rized in Table 2. Note that these values are for the thermodynamic constants, not apparent

values of the βn’s at some finite concentration. They refer to infinite dilution of the salt. As

it is well known, the βn values decrease in the series Cl-Br-I in the case of zinc complexes

for every n, and they vary in the reverse order in the case of cadmium. One observes more

consistency in the values for cadmium, for which complexes are more stable, than for those

of zinc that are weaker and more scattered. The Davies equation has been often used to

calculate constants to infinite dilution from low-ionic-strength measurements.52 This might

have entailed some uncertainty on the βn values (maybe reflected in the values of the NIST

database in some cases, see Table 2).

The case of ZnI2 is peculiar. It has been proposed that it behaves like a strong electrolyte

below 0.8 mol kg−1.53 At higher concentrations or in mixtures with iodide salts, the zinc(II)

ion has been shown to form 4 types of complexes with iodide.36,47 However, it seems that no
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βn value has been determined and that only an upper bound for the first constant has been

found (see Table 2).

Modeling

Solution of complexation equilibria

For a given salt concentration and a given set of βn values for n going from 1 to 4, the

speciation (viz. the set of Cn values) was solved by employing a Newton-Raphson method

in 6 dimensions. The 6 equations to solve were the 4 equations for the equilibria (Eq. 2

for n=1,...,4) in which the activity coefficients, yn, were computed according to some model,

and the 2 relations for the conservation of M and X elements. In the Newton-Raphson

algorithm, the equations were written as a function of the variables {lnCn} (not the Cn’s)

in order to avoid the appearance of negative values of the Cn’s in the iterations. The

inverse of the 6×6 Jacobian matrix was calculated analytically by using Maple, the symbolic

calculation software. At the first two lower concentrations, the system of equations was

solved analytically by first neglecting deviations from ideality (yn = 1 for any n), and then

using this solution as a starting set in the iterations. At higher concentrations, the initial

speciation was derived from an extrapolation of the sets of proportions of complexes obtained

in the preceding two iterations.

The salt concentrations were computed from density data, which were fitted with a

formula of the form,

d = d0 + d1ms − d2ms
3/2 (3)

with ms the salt molality.
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Table 2: Decimal logarithms of thermodynamic complex formation constants for zinc and
cadmium halides.

Salt Source β1
a β2

a β3
a β4

a

ZnCl2
32b 0.5 -1 0 -1
29 0.43 ± 0.20c 0.61 ± 0.30c 0.53 ± 0.30c 0.20 ± 0.20c

33 -0.1
54 0.49 0.62 0.51 0.20
52 0.46 ± 0.03 0.6 0.5 0.2

NIST22d 0.46 ± 3
CHEAQS 0.46e 0.62f 0.51f 0.20f

PHREEQC 0.43 0.45 0.50 0.20
MINTEQ 0.46 0.45 0.50 0.20

ZnBr2
55 0 -0.15 -0.45 -0.97

NIST22 -0.07
CHEAQS -0.07e

PHREEQC -0.58 -0.98
ZnI2

3,53 < -1
CHEAQS -2.04

CdCl2
32b 1.95 2.5 2.35 1.65
56 2.00 ± 0.02 2.70 ± 0.02 2.11 ± 0.04
57 2 2.6 2.7 3
58 2
59,60 1.95 ± 0.02
54 1.97 2.59 2.40 1.47
52 1.98 ± 0.03 2.6 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 1.7

NIST22d 1.98 ± 3 2.6 ± 10
CHEAQS 1.98e 2.6e 2.0 1.47f

PHREEQC 1.98 2.6 2.4
MINTEQ 1.98 2.6

CdBr2
57 2.17 3.1 3.4 4
61 2.23 3 2.83 2.93
62 2.15 ± 0.02
52 2.14 ± 0.02 3.0 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.2

NIST22d 2.15 ± 9 3 ± 0 3 ± 2 2.9 ± 0
CHEAQS 2.15e 3e 3e 2.9e

PHREEQC 2.17 2.9
CdI2

57 2.42 3.4 5 6.15
27 2.28 3.92 5 6.1
63 2.42 3.15 5.05 5.89
52 2.28 ± 0.10 3.92 ± 0.10 5.0 ± 0.1 6.0 ± 0.1

NIST22d 2.28 ± 10 3.92 ± 10 5 ± 1 6 ± 1
CHEAQS 2.28e 3.92e 5e 6e

aDecimal logarithm; bMeasurements at 17 ± 3 ◦C; cUncertainties calculated from those on
x and y (=±0.0529); dValues as given in the database; eTaken from NIST database;22

fTaken from ref.5410



Calculation of mean salt activity coefficient

In this section we recall the relations permitting the calculation of the mean salt activity

coefficient for a multiply self-complexing salt MX2.

As shown in Appendix G of ref.,64 the chemical potentials of the elements M and X are

equal to those of the corresponding free ions. Consequently, if these chemical potentials are

expressed in terms of activities on molar scale (which is the case with CHEAQS), one has,

µM ≡ µ
(0)
M + kBT ln(yMCM) = µM2+ ≡ µ

(0)

M2+ + kBT ln(yM2+CM2+) (4)

with µi the chemical potential of i, µ
(0)
i its standard value, CM the total concentration of M,

and kB is Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature.

The standard chemical potentials µ
(0)
M and µ

(0)

M2+ being equal (as can be shown by con-

sidering Eq. 4 at infinite dilution where yi = 1 and the salt is completely dissociated), one

gets from this relation that,

yM = yM2+

CM2+

CM

=
aM2+

CM

(5)

with aM2+ the activity of free metal cation on molarity scale, aM2+ ≡ yM2+ CM2+ . A similar

relation can be obtained likewise for the anion.

Consequently the mean salt activity coefficient, ys, which is defined7 as, y3s ≡ yM y2X , is

given by,

ys
3 = yM2+ (yX−)2

CM2+

CM

(
CX−

CX

)2

= aM2+ (aX−)2/4Cs
3 (6)

in which subscript s designates the salt MX2 and because CM = Cs and CX = 2Cs.

The mean salt activity coefficient on molal scale is expressed as,7

γs = ys
Cs

ms d0
(7)
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which, together with Eq. 6, leads to,

γs =
1

ms d0

[
aM2+ (aX−)2

4

]1/3
(8)

with ai ≡ yiCi.

Now, if activities are given on molal scale (which is supposed to be the case when using

PHREEQC and MINTEQ), one may use the relation connecting the activities of a species i

on molal scale, Ai, and on molar scale (ai),
7

ai = Ai d0 (9)

By inserting this relation into Eq. 8 one obtains,

γs =
1

ms

(
AM2+ AX−

2

4

)1/3

(10)

The Davies equation

This equation was proposed by Davies in 1938 as an empirical extension of the Debye-Hückel

limiting equation.23 Many softwares, such as, e.g., CHEAQS and PHREEQC, employ it for

the calculation of the activity coefficients of the species at 25◦C20,21 in the form,

ln yi ≃ −0.5 z2i

( √
I

1 +
√
I
− aI

)
(11)

with zi is the valency of the ion, I the ionic strength,

I ≡ 1

2

∑
k

z2kCk (12)

and a a parameter that was taken as a = 0.2 originally by Davies23 for a representation of

activity coefficients of 2-1 salts up to I ≃ 0.1 mol L−1.
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Note that in most speciation softwares, the value a = 0.3 is apparently used for solutions

up to I ≃ 1 mol L−1. With MINTEQ one can use this equation, or SIT which is supposed

to be more accurate for more concentrated solutions.24

MSA model

A more refined theory derived from statistical mechanics is the primitive mean spherical

approximation (MSA) applied to electrolytes.65

In this model an aqueous electrolyte solution is modeled as charged hard spheres (the

ions) placed in a dielectric continuum (the water). The ions may have different diameters.

As compared to the Debye-Hückel (DH) theory, the MSA accounts in a consistent way for

the effect of the minimum distances of approach (excluded volume) between the ions in the

cloud around an ion (not only with respect to a central ion as the DH theory does).34,66

Consequently, it better describes the distribution of ions about a given ion in concentrated

solutions.

Similarly to the DH model, the MSA is a linearized theory which provides analytic

expressions, and it is developed at the McMillan-Mayer level of solutions.67 At this level

of description, the diameters of the ions may include a contribution from hydration. They

should therefore be larger than (or equal to) their crystallographic diameters.

The expression of the activity coefficients of the ions within the MSA has been given in

the literature.65,68,69 We recall now the main relations that will be used in this study.

Besides the electrostatic contribution, an additional contribution arising from volume

exclusion is introduced in the expression of the activity coefficient of a species i as,

ln yi = ln yHS
i + ln yeli (13)

where the superscript ‘HS’ designates the hard sphere part corresponding to excluded volume

effects, and ‘el’ designates the electrostatic contribution arising from Coulomb interactions
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between ions.

In this framework, it is this HS contribution which causes the activity coefficient of the

salt to turn upwards beyond some concentration, after the initial drop at low concentration

that is dominated by the electrostatic part (governed by Debye-Hückel law).

One has,

ln yHS
i = − lnx + σiF1 + σ2

i F2 + σ3
i F3 (14)

with σi the diameter of i, x the volume fraction of space not occupied by solute particles;

F1, F2 and F3 are functions given in ref.,68 and

ln yeli = − βe2

4πεε0

[
Γz2i

1 + Γσi

+ ησi

(
2zi − ησ2

i

1 + Γσi

+
ησ2

i

3

)]
(15)

in which β ≡ 1/kBT , e is elementary charge, ε0 is the permittivity of a vacuum, ε is the

relative permittivity of solution, and Γ is the MSA screening parameter (the analog of the κ

screening parameter in Debye-Hückel theory) which satisfies the equation,

4Γ2 =
βe2

εε0

∑
i

ρi
[
(zi − ησ2

i )/(1 + Γσi)
]2

(16)

and η is a quantity that cancels out when the ions are of the same size. Its expression

may be found in ref.68 Eq. 16 does not provide an analytic expression for Γ in the general

asymmetric case. Its value may be however easily determined numerically by using a simple

iterative procedure, starting with the initial value, Γ0 = κ/2.

Results and discussion

Use of the Davies equation for strong electrolytes

Before going specifically to the case of zinc and cadmium halides it will be useful to recall

some basic results about the use of the Davies equation for strong electrolytes. So we
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first address the following question: how well does this equation describe deviations from

ideality in such solutions ? For this purpose we examine here the case of a few 2-1 salts,

namely MgCl2, and magnesium, zinc and cadmium perchlorates, which have been found

experimentally to be completely dissociated in solution.49,70 The magnesium ion is interesting

because its crystallographic radius is close to that of the zinc ion (0.86 for Mg2+ vs. 0.88 Å

for Zn2+, as estimated by Shannon and Prewitt71 for a coordination number of 6).

The results are shown in Figure 1 in which the experimental mean salt activity coefficients

on molal scale, γs, are compared with the predictions from the Davies equation, Eq. 11,

with a = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 up to I= 1.6 mol L−1. Experimental values of γs were obtained

from a program developed at NBS, Gamphi,72 which gives recommended values for this

quantity. In Figure 1, γs is plotted against the ionic strength, I = 3Cs for a 2-1 salt. The

salt concentration, Cs, was computed using the solution densities obtained from various

sources.73–75

 0.4

 0.5

 0.6

 0.7

 0.8

 0.9

 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1  1.2  1.4  1.6

γ s

I (mol/L)

Figure 1: Mean salt activity coefficient as a function of ionic strength for MgCl2 (�),
Mg(ClO4)2 (⊙), Zn(ClO4)2 (△) and Cd(ClO4)2 (▽), and for 3 values of a in the Davies
equation: a = 0.1 (dash-dotted line), a = 0.2 (dashed line) and a = 0.3 (solid line).

Figure 1 shows that the experimental data of the 4 salts are very similar up to I ∼

0.3M and they diverge more and more above this value. The values for magnesium and zinc

perchlorates are however very close in the whole range. The data for cadmium perchlorate lie

below those for these salts. It is noticed that the Davies equation with a = 0.3 is satisfactory
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up to I =0.3M, thus supporting the choice for the value of a in the softwares. However, it

does not predict correctly the activity coefficients of these 4 strong 2-1 electrolytes above

0.3M, up to 1M, for a unique value of a. In this range, the data for MgCl2 are better

described for a ∼ 0.2. In the case of the perchlorates of Mg, Zn and Cd, the representation

is fair up to I = 0.6M for a ∼ 0.3. At I ≃ 0.9M (m = 0.3 mol kg−1), the Davies equation

with a = 0.3 overestimates the mean activity coefficient of Mg(ClO4)2 by ca. 5% and that

of MgCl2 by ca. 25%.

Mean salt activity coefficient values computed using the Davies

equation

Now we present the results for the mean salt activity coefficient of zinc and cadmium halides

when literature values for the complex formation constants are employed.

For a given concentration of the salt, the value of γs was computed by equilibrating the

total concentration of the cation among its various possible forms according to the method

described in the section entitled “Solution of complexation equilibria”. Equilibration was

performed with the set of βn values employed in the software CHEAQS, which were taken

from the NIST database22 or from the work of Turner et al.54 (see Table 2). It was checked

that the speciation obtained from the present work was strictly identical to that found with

CHEAQS for a given salt concentration. The Davies equation, Eq. 11, was used to calculate

the individual activity coefficients of the species (for the free ions and the complexes). After

completing this step, the value of γs was found by using Eq. 8. Therefore, the same equation

was used consistently to solve the complexation equilibria and to compute the value of γs.

For a given salt molality, the concentration was found from Eq. 3 together with the

values of Table 3 for d1 and d2 that were found from least-square fits of experimental density

data.74,76

In the case of zinc halides, recommended values for the experimental γs were retrieved

from the Gamphi program.72 Data for cadmium halides are not available from this source.
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Table 3: Values of parameters to be used in Eq. 3.

Salt Max. m d1 102 d2 Accuracy of fit
(mol kg−1) (kg2/(mol L)) (kg5/2/(mol3/2 L))

ZnCl2 6 0.127067 1.92410 0.11 %
ZnBr2 8.25 0.210528 3.15671 0.16 %
ZnI2 13.8 0.290526 4.47943 0.44 %
CdCl2 2.85 0.166494 1.70186 0.02 %
CdBr2 2.45 0.253397 3.49709 0.16 %
CdI2 2.2 0.324659 4.43186 0.16 %

They were obtained from original publications for CdCl2,
26,77 CdBr2

62,77 and CdI2.
27,77

The experimental and calculated values for γs are plotted in Figures 2-6 as a function of

molality, together with the ionic strength calculated from the speciation and Eq. 12. The

result for the particular case of ZnI2 is placed in the supporting information (SI) addendum.

In these plots, the scale for γs is on the left-hand side of the frame, and that for I is on the

right-hand side. Let us recall that I= 1M is generally regarded as the maximum value of I

up to which the Davies equation may be used in most speciation softwares. In Figure 2, the

calculated γs values for ZnCl2 are shown for 3 values of a in Eq. 11, a = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3.
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Figure 2: ZnCl2. Experimental and calculated values of mean salt activity coefficient, and
ionic strength, as a function of molality, for 3 values of a in the Davies equation: a = 0.3
(solid line), a = 0.2 (dashed line) and a = 0.1 (dotted line). Dash-dotted line: ionic strength
(right-hand scale). The molality at which I= 1 mol L−1 with a = 0.3 is indicated with
dotted lines.

The first striking remark about Figures 2-6 is that the calculated values for γs are not
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Figure 3: ZnBr2. Experimental and calculated values of mean salt activity coefficient, and
ionic strength, as a function of molality, for a = 0.3 (solid line). Dash-dotted line: ionic
strength (right-hand scale). The molality at which I= 1 mol L−1 is indicated with dotted
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Figure 4: CdCl2. Same legend as for Figure 3. Log-scale for γs.
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Figure 5: CdBr2. Same legend as for Figure 3. Log-scale for γs.
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Figure 6: CdI2. Same legend as for Figure 3. Log-scale for γs.

in agreement with the experimental data in the case of ZnCl2, CdBr2 and CdI2, when ionic

strength is typically larger than 0.3 or 0.4M. For these 3 solutions, the calculated lines are

significantly below the experimental points. In the case of ZnCl2, the use of SIT within

MINTEQ yielded a similar result (see plot in Supplementary Information addendum). For

this salt, in Figure 2, the deviation is larger for lower values of a. At I = 1M and for

a = 0.3, the relative deviation on γs is of the order of -23% for ZnCl2 and CdBr2, and of

-25% for CdI2. At low concentration, typically below 5 × 10−3 mol kg−1, the calculated

and experimental values agree very well as expected (experimental data satisfy the Debye-

Hückel limiting law), but the discrepancy increases gradually with concentration. Below 0.1

mol kg−1 the discrepancy is smaller than 8% in absolute value for all salts except ZnI2.

To the opposite, the results concerning solutions of ZnBr2 and CdCl2 are much better,

with maximum deviations of -5.6% and -4.8 % at 0.1 mol kg−1 for both salts, respectively.

In the case of ZnI2 (see Supplementary Information), the maximum deviation is ∼ -11% at

0.08 mol kg−1.

The mixed results of this section lead to the following remarks and questions. The

agreement between experimental and calculated values is fair at low concentration for all

associating salts, and it is poor in the case of ZnCl2, CdBr2 and CdI2 in moderately con-

centrated solutions corresponding to I . 1 mol L−1. Can this behavior be due to the use
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of the Davies equation, which has been shown to be of poor accuracy in that latter range

(see Figure 1)? Would the agreement be better with the use of a better model ? Or do the

discrepancies originate from unsuitable values of the complex formation constants ?

In the next section it is proposed to address the first two questions by replacing the

Davies equation with the MSA model presented in the section entitled “MSA model”.

Mean salt activity coefficient values computed using the MSAmodel

Case of strong 2-1 electrolytes

First, data for the mean salt activity coefficient for the strong electrolytes considered in

Figure 1 were represented within the MSA model. The fits were performed up to a molality

of 1 mol kg−1 up to which the cation diameter, σ0, and the solution permittivity, ε, may be

regarded as constant,69 and there is no need for McMillan-Mayer to Lewis-Randall conversion

of activity coefficients because it would be small at these concentrations.67 The relative

permittivity of pure water was taken for ε (viz., ε=78.4). Then, for a given salt, the only

adjustable parameter was the cation diameter, σ0, which is expected to be larger than the

crystallographic value because of the effect of the hydration shell. For the anion, the Pauling

diameter was used as in previous work69 because anions are known to be weakly hydrated.78

The perchlorate anion was assigned a diameter of 4.53 Å as in previous studies within the

MSA,69 which is in excellent accord with the thermochemical value of 4.52 Å.79,80

The MSA model provides therefore a rather simple description of activity coefficients in

this type of solution. Moreover, the maximum molality of 1 mol kg−1 corresponds to an

ionic strength I ∼ 3M for these strong electrolytes, which is 3 times larger than the upper

limiting value with the Davies equation.

The results of the fits are gathered in Table 4 and they are plotted in Figure 7. The

average absolute relative deviations (AARD’s) of fits are reported in the table.

Although the fits are not highly accurate, they are sufficient for the present approach,

and the description is incomparably better than with the Davies equation (as can be seen in
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Table 4: Values of adjusted free cation diameter, σ0, within the MSA in the case of strong
2-1 electrolytes up to 1 mol kg−1, together with the diameter taken for the anion, σX− .

Salt σ0 (Å) σX− (Å) AARD of fit
Mg(ClO4)2 6.12 4.53 1.7%
MgCl2 5.79 3.62 2.0%
Zn(ClO4)2 6.03 4.53 2.4%
Cd(ClO4)2 5.59 4.53 2.6%
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Figure 7: Fits of experimental mean salt activity coefficient data as a function of molality, us-
ing the MSA model. Symbols: (⊙) MgCl2; (▽) Mg(ClO4)2; (�) Zn(ClO4)2; (△) Cd(ClO4)2.
Solid lines: optimum fits within MSA.
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Figures 1 and 7).

The adjusted diameters of Mg2+, Zn2+ and Cd2+ in Table 4 lie in the range 5.6–6.1 Å.

Overall, these σ0 values are consistent with the picture of the cation being surrounded by

one layer of water molecules (with a diameter for the water molecule of about 2.8 Å81,82).

The results for Mg2+ in the 2 salts, σ0 ∼ 5.8 and 6.1 Å, are pretty consistent. These sizes are

just a bit smaller than the diameter found earlier for the magnesium ion, namely ∼ 6.4 Å

at 1M, with another version of the MSA model.69 The adjusted diameter of the Cd2+ ion is

slightly smaller than that of Zn2+. This feature may be attributed to the greater size of the

bare ion which, as a consequence, is less hydrated in solution. This trend has already been

observed within the MSA for cations of the same column in the periodic table.69 The sizes

for zinc(II) and cadmium(II) in the perchlorate salts, namely 6.03 Å and 5.59 Å respectively,

were used hereafter for these cations.

Sizes attributed to the complexes

The last question is the sizes to assign to the various complexes.

First, available thermochemical diameters were used for the tetrahalo zinc complexes.80

In the case of the monochloro and monobromo zinc complexes, which are likely to be of ionic

nature (see the section entitled “Structure of complexes and βn values”), their diameter was

calculated as being that of a sphere having the same volume as the two ions constituting the

ion pair.

For the other complexes of formula MXnWp
2−n their diameter, σn, was estimated as

follows. The total volume occupied by water molecules hydrating a free cation may be

estimated as being, v
(0)
h ≡ π/6 × (σ3

0 − σ3
M2+), with σM2+ the diameter of the bare ion. The

complex MXnWp
2−n was viewed as a central metal ion possessing n + p ‘sites’ to which n

anions X− and p water molecules are bound. Then, it was assumed that the total volume of

hydration water for such a complex is v
(n)
h ≃ p/(n+ p)× v

(0)
h by considering that each site is

hydrated as in the free ion and that no hydration water should be expected in the vicinity
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of anions belonging to the complex because of electrostatic effects. The volume of these

hydrating water molecules was then added to the volume of the bare metal ion and that of

the n anions in the complex to obtain the total volume of the complex. Its diameter was

finally taken to be that of a sphere having this total volume. Hence the following formula

was used for the diameter of the complexes,

σ3
n =

p

n + p
(σ3

0 − σ3
M2+) + σ3

M2+ + nσ3
X− (17)

in which n + p (= 4 or 6) is the coordination number of the metal ion obtained from Table

1.

As regards cadmium bromide and iodide complexes for n = 2 and 3, it was supposed

that they had the same structure as those of cadmium chloride (see Table 1).

The values of the σn’s resulting from the use of Eq. 17 are gathered in Table 5.

Table 5: Values of the diameters σn (in Å) taken for the complexes (with n the number of
halide atoms in complex) according to Eq. 17 and for free anion X−.

Salt σ0 σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σX−

ZnCl2 6.03 6.35 6.06 5.55 5.44 3.62
ZnBr2 6.03 6.44 5.81 5.88 5.70 3.90
ZnI2 6.03 6.33 6.60 6.46 6.18 4.32
CdCl2 5.59 5.69 5.79 5.46 5.42 3.62
CdBr2 5.59 5.80 6.00 5.81 5.88 3.90
CdI2 5.59 6.01 6.38 6.39 6.62 4.32

Results for zinc and cadmium halides

Then equilibrations in solutions of zinc and cadmium halides were performed using the

MSA equations for the individual activity coefficients, Eqs. 13-15, by following the method

described in the section entitled “Solution of complexation equilibria”. The treatment was

limited to salt concentrations such that the ionic strength was smaller than 3M as for the

strong electrolytes of Figure 7. An additional condition was that the volume fraction occupied

by the salt be smaller than 0.12. This latter condition was imposed in order to take into
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account the effect of neutral dihalo compounds (MX2) concentration. The upper value of

0.12 was the typical maximum volume fraction attained in the fits reported in Table 4 for

the strong 2-1 electrolytes.

The results for γs are presented in Figures 8-12. The plot in the case of ZnI2 is placed

in the SI addendum. In order to take into account the uncertainty on the values of the

diameters of the complexes, the calculations were performed for 2 extreme values, σn ± 0.2

Å, in which σn is the value given in Table 5. Interestingly it was found numerically that the

highest (resp. lowest) values of γs are obtained for the highest (resp. lowest) values for all

of the σn’s at the same time. Consequently, in Figures 8-12, the lower and upper plots of γs

give the extreme values of this quantity when the diameters are in the range σn ± 0.2 Å.
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Figure 8: ZnCl2. Experimental (⊙) and calculated MSA values of mean salt activity coeffi-
cient, and ionic strength, as a function of molality. Solid line: MSA result for minimum values
of diameters; dotted line: idem for maximum values of diameters (see text). Dash-dot line:
ionic strength (right-hand scale) for the minimum values of all diameters; dash-triple-dot
line: ionic strength for the maximum values of all diameters.

The following comments may be made about these results. In the case of the ZnCl2 solu-

tion, the MSA prediction is appreciably below the experimental data, as has been observed

in Figure 2 with the Davies equation. Nevertheless the discrepancy is smaller with the MSA.

It is now ∼ -16% at I = 1M instead of -23% with the Davies equation, but it is ∼ -35% at

2 mol kg−1 at which I ∼3M. The deviation between the MSA calculation and the experi-

mental data in the case of ZnBr2 (Figure 3) is a bit worse than with the Davies equation.
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Figure 9: ZnBr2. MSA result. Same legend as for Figure 8.
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Figure 10: CdCl2. MSA result. Same legend as for Figure 8. Log-scale for γs.
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Figure 11: CdBr2. MSA result. Same legend as for Figure 8. Log-scale for γs.
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Figure 12: CdI2. MSA result. Same legend as for Figure 8. Log-scale for γs.

The average MSA curve is below the data up to ∼ 0.8 mol kg−1 and then it deviates more

and more to the upside, reaching an average deviation of the order of 27% at 1.2 mol kg−1.

The agreement is a bit better in the case of ZnI2 (see Figure S2 in SI) but the discrepancy is

notable between 0.1 and 0.8 mol kg−1 (a range in which it had yet been regarded as a strong

electrolyte53).

The description of cadmium halide solutions was done for ionic strengths lower than

3M (up to 1M or 1.5M) because of the condition on solute volume fraction (≤ 0.12) which

contained a high proportion of neutral CdX2 complex. However, overall, the representations

could be done up to molalities higher than in the case of zinc salts. One notices that the

descriptions are of decreasing quality in the series CdI2 > CdBr2 > CdCl2. This is in contrast

with the results from using the Davies equation in which CdCl2 gave the best agreement.

One notices also that the MSA plots exhibit a rather low sensitivity to the variation of

the sizes of the species, except in the case of the weakly associated salts, ZnBr2 and ZnI2.

Against this backdrop it was attempted to determine alternative complexity constants

that provide agreement of MSA results with experimental data. This is the purpose of the

next section.
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Determination of complexity constants within the MSA framework.

A global search for a set of βn values that minimized the average absolute relative deviation

(AARD) for γs w.r.t. experimental data was undertaken within the MSA model. This global

minimization procedure was initially carried out on wide intervals for the βn’s, namely in

the range β
(0)
n /100 to 100×β

(0)
n (in which β

(0)
n is the value taken in CHEAQS). Then the

procedure was repeated on progressively narrower intervals until the complexity constants

were determined with sufficient accuracy. In this procedure the diameters of Table 5 were

employed to calculate the values of γs.

The results are shown in Table 6. No value is given in the case of ZnI2 because it was not

possible to obtain a satisfactory fit for this salt. Actually it exhibits an unexpected behavior

in which the experimental data are above the MSA result without association at all. The

case of this solution will be reserved for subsequent examination.

Table 6: Decimal logarithms of the values of the complex formation constants, log10 βn.

Salt max. m β1 β2 β3 β4 AARD on γs
(mol kg−1)

ZnCl2 2 0.15 0.27 0.30 -2.3 0.15 %
ZnBr2 1.2 -∞a -∞a -0.85 -2.1 2.1 %
CdCl2 2.5 1.94 2.5 2.5 3 1.7 %
CdBr2 2 2.27 2.34 2.92 3.60 0.8 %
CdI2 1.6 2.33 3.87 4.02 6.0 0.5 %

aβ1 = β2 = 0.

In the adjustments of Table 6 the best agreement for γs with experiment is obtained in

the case of ZnCl2, with values that are approximately within the uncertainty range of ref.,29

except for β4 which is much smaller. We note that these values differ significantly from

those used in the softwares. In the case of ZnBr2 one gets β1 = β2 = 0, which disagrees with

the value proposed in NIST database (log10 β1 = −0.07). As seen in Table 2, PHREEQC

employs alternative values (log10 β1 = −0.58 and log10 β2 = −0.98). We are not aware of the

source of these β1 and β2 values taken in PHREEQC.

In the case of CdCl2 the first three constants are in keeping with the values presented
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in Table 2 and the last one coincides with that found in ref.57 However, as compared to the

values taken in Figure 10, the β3 and β4 values of Table 6 are appreciably higher, which

sends the MSA prediction lower now in Figure 10 so that it coincides with experimental

data. Overall, the results for CdBr2 are consistent with the literature values of Table 2. A

comparison with the values used for Figure 11 (in which some discrepancy was observed)

shows that β2 is smaller and β4 is somewhat larger. In the case of CdI2, the literature values

of the βn’s already gave a good description of experimental data in Figure 12. The new fit

lowers the value of the third constant to β3 ∼ 4 from a value of 5 in Table 2. The other βn

values are essentially unchanged as compared to those of Table 2.

In these fits, 4 complexity constants have been adjusted. Those for cadmium complexes,

especially the constants corresponding to the lower values of n, are in better agreement with

literature values than the constants for ZnCl2 because cadmium complexes are significantly

stronger than those of zinc. A high value of β1 governs the behavior of the salt activity

coefficient at low concentration. As a consequence any model or formula valid at low con-

centration, i.e. satisfying the DH limiting law, will give a correct value for this complexity

constant. The effect of constants corresponding to higher stoichiometries comes progressively

into play when the concentration is increased.

In contrast, the βn values of Table 6 for zinc chloride are consequently still uncertain.

They will need to be confirmed, or refined, by considering ternary mixtures of ZnCl2 with

another salt with common anion, which will constrain the adjustments more strongly. In the

case of the cadmium complexes this will produce more complexes of higher stoichiometry

and thus more accuracy on the corresponding complexity constants.

Finally Figure 13 shows the results for the proportions of free zinc cation, p0 ≡ C0/CZn

(with CZn = Cs the total concentration of zinc), and first (ionic) complex, p1 ≡ C1/CZn, in

zinc chloride solutions, as obtained (i) using the Davies equation with the βn values taken

by CHEAQS (see Table 2) and (ii) using the MSA equation with the βn values of Table 6.

Description (ii) within the MSA predicts a concentration of free zinc ion that is much higher
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than with description (i) (∼ 68% larger at 0.7 mol kg−1). On the other hand p1 calculated

from procedure (i) is more than twice the value derived from (ii) in the range of 0.5 to 0.7

mol kg−1. The results for the other complexes are displayed in the SI addendum. The curves

for p3 displayed in Figure S4 (in the SI addendum) are quite similar. On the other hand,

those for p2, and especially p4, are very different. As it could be clearly expected in view of

the different values of the complexity constants used in the two procedures, the speciation

differs strongly in the two cases (i) and (ii).
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Figure 13: Proportions of free zinc cation (upper lines), p0, and of ion pair Zn2+ · · ·Cl−

(bottom lines), p1, in ZnCl2 solutions as a function of molality. Solid lines= MSA result
with βn values of Table 6; dashed lines= result using the Davies equation with the βn values
taken in CHEAQS (Table 2) for I < 1M (m < 0.7 mol kg−1).

Conclusion

It has been shown in this work that if the speciation is calculated using the Davies equa-

tion to estimate deviations from ideality together with literature values for the complexity

constants, then a thermodynamic inconsistency may appear in moderately concentrated so-

lutions. Namely the mean salt activity coefficient is found to differ significantly from the

experimental values in some cases. This discrepancy reveals the existence of a shortcoming

in the description. It originates in part from the use of the Davies equation, which pro-

vides a poor representation of activity coefficients and, presumably, from the fact that some
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commonly admitted values for the complex formation constants are not sufficiently accurate.

Consequently, it might be desirable to use a better model to express deviations from

ideality. Here, the MSA model has been proposed for this purpose, and revised complex

formation constants have been determined.

However, it is clear that these values are provisional ones in this framework because they

have been obtained in the case of pure binary solutions. This is probably especially true in

the case of zinc solutions which form weak complexes. These complexity constants will have

to be confirmed in subsequent work by examining the case of ternary solutions with common

anion. The introduction of an additional ‘degree of freedom’ (through the decoupling of

metal and anion concentrations) will bring more constraint on the fits of the complexity

constants, and allow a determination of the latter with greater accuracy.

The case of other metal complexes will be considered in future work. At the level of

modeling, an alternative way of accounting for ionic complexes will be examined. This could

be done by employing another version of the MSA that includes association explicitly, namely

the binding MSA (BiMSA)83,84 or equivalently the associative MSA (AMSA).85
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Mean salt activity coefficient values of ZnI2 computed using the

Davies equation
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Figure S1: ZnI2. Experimental and calculated values of mean salt activity coefficient, and
ionic strength, as a function of molality, for a = 0.3 (solid line). Dash-dotted line: ionic
strength (right-hand scale). The molality at which I= 1 mol L−1 is indicated with dotted
straight lines.

Mean salt activity coefficient values of ZnCl2 computed using the

Specific Interaction Theory (SIT)
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Figure S2: ZnCl2. Experimental data (⊙) for mean salt activity coefficient as a function of
molality, and values calculated using the Specific Interaction Theory (SIT) (solid line).
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Mean salt activity coefficient values of ZnI2 computed using the

MSA model
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Figure S3: ZnI2. Experimental (⊙) and calculated MSA values of mean salt activity coef-
ficient, and ionic strength, as a function of molality. Solid line: MSA result for minimum
values of diameters; dotted line: idem for maximum values of diameters (see text). Dash-
dotted line: ionic strength (right-hand scale) for the minimum (and maximum) values of all
diameters.

Speciation in solutions of zinc chloride

The plots below show the calculated proportions of complexes in solutions of ZnCl2 for

n=2, 3 and 4.
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Figure S4: Proportion of complex ZnCl2W
0
4, p2, in ZnCl2 solutions as a function of molality.

Solid line= MSA result with βn values of Table 6; dashed line= result using the Davies
equation with the βn values taken by CHEAQS (Table 2) for I < 1M.
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Figure S5: Same legend as in Figure S4 for the proportion of complex ZnCl3W
−, p3.
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Figure S6: Same legend as in Figure S4 for the proportion of complex ZnCl2−4 , p4.
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